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About This Game

RocketGirl is the greatest game ever made. Take control of a beautiful heroine and grab a stolen rocket. Can you help her
escape, with an army of baddies in hot pursuit? Stunning visuals. Awesome soundtrack. Non-stop action. Are you up for the

challenge?

PHOTOSENSITIVE SEIZURE WARNING
A very small percentage of people may experience a seizure when exposed to certain visual images, including flashing lights or

patterns that may appear in video games. Even people who have no history of seizures or epilepsy may have an undiagnosed
condition that can cause these “photosensitive epileptic seizures” while watching video games.

These seizures may have a variety of symptoms, including lightheadedness, altered vision, eye or face twitching, jerking or
shaking of arms or legs, disorientation, confusion, or momentary loss of awareness. Seizures may also cause loss of

consciousness or convulsions that can lead to injury from falling down or striking nearby objects.

Immediately stop playing and consult a doctor if you experience any of these symptoms. Parents should watch for or ask their
children about the above symptoms. Children and teenagers are more likely than adults to experience these seizures.

The risk of photosensitive epileptic seizures may be reduced by taking the following precautions:
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Play in a well-lit room

Do not play if you are drowsy or fatigued

If you or any of your relatives have a history of seizures or epilepsy, consult a doctor before playing.
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For Fun: 4\/10
For Completing: 7\/10

Summary: If you just want to get some easy achievements, this is the game to do it in. If your looking for a game with good plot,
solid graphics and long enough to savor the game, then look else where.

I played the game 100% and I had high hopes for it when I got it, when I played through it I discovered it wasn't that great. I
loved the concept and how cool some of the sound and visuals were, but that didn't hold up to bad plot and PS2 graphics. Most
of the game is a breeze with only a few points of difficulty and the rest is bad controls. The sad part is that this game had so
much potential to become something way better if the creator kept adding to the game and perfecting it.

If you have the 90% off coupon or want an easy game to complete, grab this game. I even made an achievement and crystal
guide for the game to make it easier for anyone who wants to complete it. If you don't want to complete it or have the coupon,
then its not worth your time.. This Puzzle-Adventure game is short, but even with that the devolpers made beautiful sound
effects and music. The graphic style is interesting but i wouldn't call it beautiful it is ok, but the model of the character is done
very well. The puzzle which are the main course, are done well and a few of them take you a few minuts to think. Overall ? It is
a good game and it is free so go play. It makes me sad that this game is so short i would really play more in this magic world..
The game doesn't really require strategy - it's more luck if you are going to get the right combination of bombs.

However, it quite fun until level 23. This is a ridiculous 'beat the clock' level where the only chance you have is to hurridely
click around almost at random and hope you can get rid of the 'shriekers' before you are overrun.

I gave up at this point and deleted the game.

. game keeps crashing at a certain point during a movie cutscene. Does not work on win 7 ;__:. +1 \ud83c\udfc8
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SMASH SMASH SMASH SMASH SMASH!. As much as I wanted to love this game, it's terribad.

Controls are garbage, with no real mouse support (the virtual stick which they've added in is a complete joke that may as well
not even exist for how useless it is) in this day and age, kills any hope of it having any life beyond a $2 sale. Games from 10
years ago managed to get this right, out of the box, there's simply no excuse today.

Length is unforgivable despite the bargain bin price. At BEST, the game is 4 hours of playtime, so unless you get it at the $2
sale price mentioned above, it's simply not worth putting up with and wading through the aggravation.

There's suggestion from the developer that there will be DLC, but honestly, they need to give away content until it reaches a
MINIMUM of 10 hours before even considering charging money for what should have come with the game.

$2 max is all it's worth. Don't bother otherwise.. WARNING: PERSON WITH HEART MALADY MUST NOT WATCH
THIS HORROR VIDEO
https:\/\/www.youtube.com\/watch?v=Wiv9PYSz1Vg

I started off making a video review and then i realised I was film all along. Psychopathics is a tv show for the dark internet!
Persons give money to see killers and kills and now I have kill and they see me. I go insane. I am now one psychopathics
hahahahaha
. What day did the Lord create G-ball, and couldn't he have rested on that day too?
. While I enjoy the Command and Conquer feel the performance is absolutely terrible on both Windows and Linux regardless of
the hardware. Due to the developers choice of game engine (Unity3D) I can not recommend paying for and installing this
particular game until there's a major overhall to the game engine. Lately dev's have been sacrificing performance in order to
lower the overall skills required to develope a decent video game by using the Unity Engine and this game is a shinning example
of this case. Either way the actual gameplay is pretty fun but not worth the abismal performance drops on pretty much any
hardware configuration.. An diamond in the rough, Aeternum is a western made shmup that could not borrow more from
Touhou in style or design. You play a demon girl (And later a couple of other characters) flying through a school, blasting trash
enemies, dodging huge piles of bullets with a tiny hitbox, and meeting a quirky anime girl, with whom communications
immediately break down a fight starts. The bosses have timed and scored patterns with bonuses for clearing them successfully
without getting hit, as well as time out options to support the game's pacifist mode, but the trippy visuals when they engage them
is pure Touhou. Enemies drop power items that boost your power, which also doubles as your bombs, and of course there's a
Touhou style autocollect line if you can advance far enough on the screen. Dangerous but rewarding.

This game doesn't really WANT to murder you though; bosses drop a full bomb's worth of power each pattern you clear. And if
that's not enough, on Story mode you get nearly infinite retries so long as each death just throws you back in with much less
power and you can keep coming back as long as your power doesn't hit zero; a boss would have to utterly destroy you for that to
happen. Not to say it can't and won't, but the game makes the bosses work for it, yet it feels like the gamer dignity wounding
charity it is. The story is charming enough and worth the trip.

For the veterans, an arcade mode drops the story chatter and the infinite respawn gimmick, as well as four difficulties to meet
you wherever you like on skill level from a walk in the park to a walk through Detroit with the wrong gang colors while Pyramid
Head, Nemesis, and the T-1000 are after you for your past, present, and future. Bullet patterns are elaborate, colorful, and
spammy in a Touhou-esque manner. An extra boss, again Touhou-esque, concludes the story in a clever manner that leaves it
satisfying and also whets my appetite for other games in this goofy universe.

There's a lot of competition in the indie shmup market these days, but Aeternum is worth your time if you have any love for a
Touhou style bullet hell.. Just play Stage 1 for few min enough make u \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ed up...
Not worth buying this game even 90% off...

. Awfull graphics, ♥♥♥♥♥♥ dialogues, nameless and faceless protagonist, ancient interface and too short for so simple game!
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